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NORTHERN TERRITORY
Imanpa
Aputula (Finke)
Mutitjulu 
Kaltukatjara (Docker River)

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Amata
Kaltjiti (Fregon)
Pipalyatjara
Pukatja (Ernabella)
Mimili

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Irrunytju (Wingellina)
Papulankutja (Blackstone)
Mantamaru (Jameson)
Kiwirrkurra
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Front cover image: Clayton 
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Hogan, Blackstone
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    Check out the song 
“Still No Justice” by 
Dem Mob. If you scan 
the QR code below 
you can listen to it too 
(ask your youth worker 
if you don’t know how).

Kulila!Kulila!

Below: Dem Mob performing at Wide Open Space in May. 
Photo by Zesty Media

Jontae Lawrie, Elisha Umuhuri and Basso Edwards Burton are part of an up 
and coming rap band from Pukatja called Dem Mob. Their latest single is 
called “Still No Justice” and this is what the band have to say about it:

“Still No Justice speaks for itself. Throughout the song we rap about things 
that are meaningful to anangu and highlight the fact that white society 
have crippled our culture but also educates younger generation to play 
the game smarter. As anangu and being the colour black we need to 
think smarter and play smarter, each and every individual step needs 
to be done by not being scared but by being passionate, being brave, 
being strong about who we are and where we stand in the law and 
as human beings we all have the rights of being equal (equality). Only 
by doing these certain things in life anangu tjuta will we truely regain 
freedom, freedom to walk without being judged, freedom to have equal 
say without being shut down because we are black and freedom to 
fi nally breathe the fresh air our ancestors once breathed.”
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Robert Hoosan from NPY Women’s Council’s Uti Kulintjaku (clear thinking) Watiku team is out to spread the Robert Hoosan from NPY Women’s Council’s Uti Kulintjaku (clear thinking) Watiku team is out to spread the 
word! Robert is an Anangu man from Finke. He wants everyone to know about good mental health. He word! Robert is an Anangu man from Finke. He wants everyone to know about good mental health. He 
talks about addictions, trauma and having healthy relationships.talks about addictions, trauma and having healthy relationships.

Robert joined forces with NPYWC Youth Service staff Peter Mick and Lincold Douglas at Alparra sports Robert joined forces with NPYWC Youth Service staff Peter Mick and Lincold Douglas at Alparra sports 
carnival. They kicked the footy and spoke to young men from Papunya, Yuendemu, Santa Theresa, Mimili, carnival. They kicked the footy and spoke to young men from Papunya, Yuendemu, Santa Theresa, Mimili, 
Iwantja and Finke.Iwantja and Finke.

Lets do this again.Lets do this again.
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Below left: Paula Lyons, Marcia Mitchell, Lauria Kanari, Trayvon McKay, Tyrell McKay & Leah Lyons
Below right: Cecily Lucky & Eva Cooper
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From left to right: Saunders Newberry, Serita Minor, Fatima Bennett, Donna Gibson & Justina Minor at Lake McKay


